Dodge charger 2.2

Coasting on its name only, the Dodge Charger was a far cry from the legendary muscle racer.
Now a 3-door hatchback built on an Omni platform, the Charger changed little from the previous
year. The base model housed a weak 1. Both trims were available as a 5-speed manual, with a
3-speed automatic option. The souped-up Shelby Charger saw a few alterations in , including a
horsepower boost to its sports-tuned 2. An automatic transmission option was offered for the
first and only time with the Shelby this year. The exterior of the Dodge Charger had a slight
revamp to its nose, receiving Dodge standard quad headlights in place of its single housings
the Shelby did not receive this redesign. The 2. The Shelby Charger seems to be the most
popular among Charger owners, due to its sports suspension, spring rates, and steering.
Drivers love its speed and excellent torque performance in addition to the good fuel economy,
though more horsepower would be appreciated. Cramped passenger seating in the back is one
drawback of the Charger. Car had 72, miles on it. Reliable, fun to drive, good in the snow, and
huge cargo capacity. Rear seating was the weak point but for small kids no problem. Fast off
the mark, the 2. Had the car for many years and sold it after replacing the engine at about ,
miles. Still wish I owned it. There aren't any questions yet. Ask the first question! Regis Stealth
Super Bee V-Series W-Series Wayfarer Westchester Select Year Average user score. Based on 3
reviews. Crappy First Car by jaymc. Updated Oct 25, by Anonymous. What's your take on the
Dodge Charger? Have you driven a Dodge Charger? Rank This Car. Cars compared to Dodge
Charger. Have questions? Ask a question. Browse questions. Favorite Favorite. Dodge Charger
Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for
Sale. Compare Dodge Charger to Related Models. Select Year A companion model, the
Plymouth Turismo , was also marketed. In , the Charger nameplate returned as a performance
package on the Omni Called the Charger 2. A total of 7, were built. In , the Dodge Charger
returned for a second year as the performance option for the Nothing was changed from except
for a Pentastar emblem on its hood and the addition of a resonator to the exhaust , since the
previous model had no muffler, utilizing the catalytic converter as the sole method of engine
noise reduction. Production increased to 15, The Omni was renamed the Charger. The Plymouth
Turismo was introduced as a companion entry for , with the TC3 designation now discontinued.
The Plymouth Turismo would share the same front end. Apart from the badging, both cars were
identical. For , the Shelby with its unique front end and Charger names were shuffled to reflect
the addition of a turbocharged engine. One new color was added for â€” black with silver
stripes. However, Plymouth would never get a turbocharged version of the Shelby Charger. Two
turbocharged Turismos, using the Shelby front end, were seen at Chrysler headquarters with a
'Cuda Plymouth badge, but they were not put into production. Carroll Shelby bought 1, of the
last Chargers and equipped them with the Omni GLH's engine and suspension to be sold under
this name. The Duster name was revived for a model in the Plymouth Sundance line midyear in
Rather than focusing on speed, Shelby modified the suspension and styling. Shorter springs,
special wheels, and tires complemented stronger brakes and a quicker, , power steering rack.
Outside, a new nose and racing stripes accented the performance image. The car received a
free-flowing exhaust system, making for a more aggressive sound. The reasoning behind this
varied, but was said to speed delivery and compensate for ground clearance issues that the
cars faced on many car carriers. Production was 8, for that first year. For , the Shelby Charger
could be ordered with an optional automatic transmission. There were 7, Shelby Chargers sold
this model year. These vehicles came in "Charger 2. Every vehicle was built and optioned the
same way. All were finished in black and had special badging that marked them as Shelby, not
as a Dodge. Shelby used the Turbo I engine updated with the intercooler and plumbing of the
Turbo II engine, but without the stronger forged crank, full-floating pin pistons and other
durability enhancements of that engine. It has a blow-through long runner two-piece intake and
a modified turbocharger, reclocked with a different compressor cover. The Centurion 2 wheels
were of Shelby's own manufacture. A special numbered Shelby Automotive badge went in place
of the normal Charger badge. The modifications prompted the federal government to declare the
car a Shelby model. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article has multiple issues.
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challenged and removed. This article possibly contains original research. Please improve it by
verifying the claims made and adding inline citations. Statements consisting only of original
research should be removed. June Learn how and when to remove this template message.
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The 2. After its launch in , it became the basis for all Chrysler-developed 4-cylinder engines until
the Chrysler 1. The first version of this engine family was a normally aspirated 2. It is a
siamesed engine: there are no coolant passages between cylinders. All 2. The earliest version
used a two-barrel carburetor , but fuel injection was introduced in on both turbocharged and
normally aspirated models it is used on all 2. The initial carbureted 2. Four series of
turbocharged 2. The primary difference between these engines was the use of an intercooler in
all except Turbo I. The Turbo IV pioneered the use of variable nozzle technology to minimize lag.
In Chrysler sold much of the machining equipment as well as the license to the design, to First
Auto Works of China , after negotiations which had begun in the mid-eighties. The and Dodge
Shelby Charger was more of a handling package, but the regular 2. This High Output 2. These
modifications allowed the Shelby Charger to hit 50 miles per hour The Dodge Charger Shelby
used the 2. Applications of the High Output 2. This High Output version of the 2. Chrysler's first
turbocharged engine was the Turbo I. It used a Garrett T03 turbocharger with a mechanical
wastegate to limit boost to 7. Changes included a lower compression ratio, special pistons,
high-strength valves, higher-pressure springs to avoid float , better-sealing rings, a special cam,
select-fit bearings, a special exhaust manifold, and a diecast aluminum cylinder head cover. A
Mitsubishi TE04H turbo and new intake manifold were used for The Turbo II designation was
applied to a turbocharged, intercooled version of the 2. Shelby Automobiles modified a stock
Turbo I engine by swapping several pre-production pieces from the Turbo II inline-four engine.
Not included were any of the durability changes to the short block forged crank, full floating pin,
stouter connecting rods, etc. Chrysler's strengthened version of this engine, with a forged
crankshaft and connecting rods, was used in the Shelby Z package of the â€” Dodge Daytona
and other cars. A similar, one-piece version of the special two-piece intake manifold used on the
Turbo II, minus the air charge temperature sensor, was added to the Turbo I for The next year,
the new common block was introduced; it was used for all subsequent versions of the 2. This
system reduced turbo lag. Production on this engine was limited to around units. The Chrysler
TC , developed with Maserati , used a special turbocharged 2. No parts are interchangeable with
other versions of the engine. The camshafts were designed by Florida -based Crane but were
constructed by Maserati in Modena [ citation needed ]. The rods are forged Casar units and use
a unique rod bearing size. The crankshaft is also forged and weighs 53 pounds. This engine
shares essentially only the front and rear main seals, oil pan seal, intermediate shaft and
bearings, main bearings only, rod bearings are unique , and distributor with any other Chrysler
2. This head was also used in IMSA racing, but not in turbocharged form. In , Chrysler increased
the displacement of the engine to 2. The increased displacement came from a raised deck and
longer millimetres 4. This engine replaced the Mitsubishi 2. In normally aspirated form, the 2. In
there was a redesign of the 2. The crankshaft, connecting rods and pistons are completely
different in the common-block 2. The Chrysler 2. In some models the 2. In the Mexican market, a
2. In the Mexican market, through vehicles used versions of the 2. This induction and ignition
system used technology and components very similar to those employed in Chrysler's
US-market Lean Burn emission control systems of the late s. This configuration was
discontinued in favour of electronic fuel injection for the model year, when exhaust emission
regulations took force in Mexico. Modifications included upgraded seal and gasket materials,
chrome piston rings, stainless-steel fuel system components, sion fuel injectors internally
plated with nickel, and fuel composition sensors. From to in the Mexican market, multipoint fuel
injected, non-turbo version of the 2. This version of the 2. The MPFI system gave better
driveability, performance and fuel economy, and cleaner emissions, but was nevertheless not
used elsewhere than the Mexican domestic market and Chrysler de Mexico's export markets.
Various kinds of Engine Control Units were used with the 2. From â€”, the ECU was divided into
the Logic Module LM , which was inside the passenger cabin, and the Power Module located
near the battery on the left front fender. This was a complete redesign of the older system,
using modern CAD for board design, and higher density SMD components. From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. This article may be too technical for most readers to understand. Please help
improve it to make it understandable to non-experts , without removing the technical details.
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version. Having a bad day? Need a little pick-me-up? We suggest you mosey on down to your
local Dodge dealer and demand a quick test drive in a Charger 2. Then see if you don't come
back smiling. The Charger 2. There's been a lot of carping recently, in this magazine and
elsewhere, about the dearth of American drivers' cars. It snorts merrily through its exhaust. It
will suck the headlights out of a Scirocco in a stoplight drag-off. It'll stay glued to an Audi's rear
bumper through your favorite essesâ€”and will feel good doing it. It will even squeeze 30 miles
or more out of a gallon of fuel, if you stroke it. The Charger, as you have no doubt noticed, is
nothing Richud Paydee has ever leadfooted around the high banks of Daytona Speedway. Even
if the parts aren't all new, the Charger is encouraging for the message it brings. The new
Charger actually trades away fuel economy for upped performance. That can only be good
news. They were just waiting for a bright engineer to make them jell. Just for the record,
Chargers start life with all the primo pieces Dodge can muster. Chrysler's home-built 2.
Fiberglass panels partially blank off the rear quarter-windows. A handsome but nonfunctional
reverse scoop is stuck on the hood, and a pair of pseudo air extractors is slapped on, one for
each front fender. Finally, about ten square yards of black tape stripes and lettering are rolled
onto the red-and-black paint scheme to make sure even myopic nerds can tell that a Charger
has just rumbled by. Inside, the Charger is dressed quite attractively. The seats are sculptured
in black-and-white corduroy, with matching material sewn onto the door panels. Everything else
is black. Basically, none of this is new, as it's all available on almost any or TC3. In fact, the
functional changes exclusive to the Charger number but two: a 3. There is an empty swelling in
the pipe where the muffler used to be that Chrysler considers a resonator. The straight-pipe
exhaust sounds so good, you drive around with the windows open all the time just to hear it
better. At idle it burbles like a motorboat, and it swells to a full-throated blat as you go up
through the gears. Back off, and it snaps and pops like a race car. No one is immune to it.
Almost everyone who drove it thought it was flat terrific. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type
keyword s to search. Today's Top Stories. The Best Sedans of Best EVs and Hybrids of Best
Pickup Trucks of Best Minivans and Vans of Best Station Wagons of From the December Issue
of Car and Driver. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto
this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information
about this and similar content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From
Instrumented Tests. The Charger was not a car that could blend in the crowd, but it was a car
that could be a smooth family sedan or a pursuit Police cruiser. The Charger name was brought
back in and its retro-design look was very appreciated by the customers, who didn't care if the
original Charger was a 2-door sedan and the new model was a 4-door vehicle. It was the sixth
generation of an almost Inside, the four-door fastback coupe, as it was dubbed by Dodge,
gained premium soft-touch materials, Uconnect Touch, Garmin na After a long pause, Dodge
resurrected the Charger nameplate in Carrying a famous coupe nameplate, the sixth generation
Charger has almost nothing in common with its prodigious muscle ca Between and and , the
Charger nameplate was a used as a performance package for the L-body Dodge Omni , called
the Charger 2. In , the Omni was renamed the Charger and suffered some visual changes along
with using a 1. Carol Shelby then developed a sporty v Introduced in as a model year, the fourth
generation Dodge Charger moved from the musclecar ideology to the luxury grand touring
coupe. It shared its body with the Chrysler Cordoba, both being based on the B platform. The
imposing full-width grille was now gone, being replaced by a smaller rectangular and more
regular one placed in the middle and guarded by round headlights. The side p In , Dodge
introduced the third generation Charger which was also the last one to get to be a proper
musclecar. The model was given a more coupe-like shape, the split chrome grille became more
prominent and in some cases it was body-color-matched, while the hidden headlights were now
an option. The interior was almost the same as those of the E-body, shared by the Plymouth
Satellite Sebring The Dodge Charger was a limited-run model created to be more aerodynamic.

To achieve this, the rear window was mounted flush with the roof and the pillars, removing the
indent that was found on the original model which was creating lift. The front end also received
a Coronet grille and headlights to cut down on drag. The standard engine that came with the
Charger was the Hemi wi The Dodge Charger Daytona was dubbed an "aero car" as it further
built on what the Charger had done aerodynamically-wise. The two most important addition are
the front nose and the massive wing at the back, which, together with the sleek roofline were
dropping the drag coefficient to a claimed 0. The Charger Daytona was produced in a very
limited amount in the summer of wit The iconic model was completely different from the
previous version, starting with the exterior design that was redesigned: the front end featured a
flat black grille, round marker lights were present on the sides and at the rear end, the Charger
had round taillights The Dodge Charger was a model introduced by Dodge in The to Chargers
were sporty models based on the Chrysler B platform that could be ordered with
high-performance options. The car still resembled a Coronet or the AMC Rambler Marlin
concept and was rather a luxury fastback model than a top-tier muscle car during the first
generation. The interior came with semi-bucket back seats All rights reserved. Does anyone
remember the s? Do you remember when a Dodge Charger was a rear-wheel-drive muscle car?
And there it is, backing off of the trailer, freshly in from the original owner in Indiana. This is
really an incredible little time machine, all original right down to the paint, decals, interior, the
air in the tires.. This car could do both quite well. Look at that interior! The AC is even ice cold
and the clock works! This car most likely has never seen a snowflake and has been well taken
care of. This is the sort of car that a lot of collectors grew up with and they have a lot of interest
in vehicles from this era, believe it or not. Ex-Shelby Charger owner here. I actually owned one
of these in the Turismo 5spd version for a couple years. I enjoyed it. The price is reasonable
too, the flipper must have gotten it for nearly nothing. I paid plus enclosed shipping of I collect
cars and enjoy themâ€¦only selling because I have to move to a much smaller placeâ€¦so I
actually lost over bucks. More importantly, it almost destroyed a relationship. When I graduated
from college in , I was driving a pristine phoenix red aka orange Porsche I had a job waiting for
me in the same city as my college. However, before starting, I went back to my hometown to
organize and pack up my belongings, and move back to the big city to start my post-college life.
Somehow, he convinced me that the new car should be a Plymouth Turismo 2. We sold the to a
friend, and we bought the mighty Turismo. The drive went well and I arrived in town without
incident. In fact, everything was going great until my girlfriend saw the new car. When she
waved good-bye to me several weeks earlier, she watched me and my cute orange Porsche fade
in the distance; when she greeted me upon my return, I was driving a Plymouth! By the way, we
have had several Porsches since that and, in fact, she drives a Cayman! I bought mine brand
new, garage kept and treated with gentle care and it basically fell apart! One day the whole door
handle assembly came off on the outside, the door hinge broke and every time I used the rear
window defroster the lights would dim and the car would stall. The day I picked it up I turned on
the headlights and it blew a fuse. I was told to make an appointment and they would look at it.
They put a high amp fuse in the box and it kept from blowing. Last Chrysler product I ever
owned and will never buy Chrysler again and that is 35 years laterâ€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦. It came out in
about Actually, the first with a Shelby tune and badging was in Turbo came in I have an 84
Shelby and an 86 Shelby bought the 86 new. Best one was the last one, , as it had the Turbo II
motor good for hp in stock trim. I had a red one with gold stripesâ€¦â€¦â€¦. Best memory was
when the CV joint feel out doing donuts!!! Back in the day I did lots of work on these cars. For
the most part, they were build well. But back then they were nothing special. Nobody really
wanted these. Had nothing but bad luck with American cars. I remember when my dad bought
an 84 Charger when I was about 5 years old as a work car. Then he pulled in the driveway with
it. Gold with a tan interior and a black stripe with Charger down the side. I remember it being a
good car too, my dad had it for about 2 years, which was a long time for him with a work car.
This car is in great shape and looks almost new, except for the front bumper, if you look closely
at the pictures of the front of the car, the paint is peeling on the nose. This is in incredible car, it
will never be a valuable collector car, but this is a fair price for a fun driver. I guess that there is
a bum for every seat and some people who have had experience with this model will find some
nostalgic appeal maybe, but I struggle to see the attraction of this one. Early 80s styling seems
kind of garish and 84 bhp out of a 2. I thought these models had 94 or 96HP. Drove one new, a
lot nicer than the 1. Like usual, too cheap to buy and kept driving my Omni, that is, until I lost
the 4th gear in the transaxle on the freeway near Tomah, Wisconsin. Man, I tell you now, that
was a pretty loud drive home. Wish I had a place for this one. I drove a Mustang with the straight
six and four-speed actually 3 plus overdrive good for a whopping 88HP. It was a blast in the low
gearsâ€”people would ask me if it was a V8â€”but would top out at maybe 85mph on the
interstate with the pedal flat on the floor and that poor little six sucking air through the

one-barrel carb like a submariner pulling on a Momsen lung. Hey gangâ€¦I was the owner of this
little amazing 81 2. He actually had an identical one as his first car. It is one fun ride still and
everything worked incredible. The original owner really lived this carâ€¦R. But he will love that
this car will stay amazing and be loved still. I have had cars and some wild rides past and
presentâ€¦this Charger was pretty cool sitting in my collection. Everyone loved it. Selling all my
rides now.. Have a great weekend and thanks for posting this car up gang! His first car was a
Black and Gold 2. Thanks again everyone fir talking about it and telling some great stories.
Maybe Charger 2. Nothing stays the same. The 2. A mighty-mite engine. In domestic terms, the
2. Especially with the hp. VNT versions and the hp. DOHC variants. I
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